Sophia Bethany Coban @Sophilyplum · 20 hrs
Speakers receiving their souvenirs from @nhigham today at #NDNO14 Pictured:
Optimisation giants M.Wright & P.Gill! [Link to image]

Natasa Strabic @NatStrabic · 24 hrs
P. Gill on LP test example: from 24h of CPU time in 1987 to 5.9 seconds in 2014.
O.o #NDNO14

Nick Higham @nhigham · Mar 19
Several attendees learned optimization from Margaret Wright and Philip Gill's book Practical Optimization - [Link to book]

Pedro Mendes @gepasi · Mar 19
Margaret Wright on the relationship between "numerical linear algebra" and "optimization": it's complicated #NDNO14

Pedro Mendes @gepasi · Mar 19
At the workshop on New Directions in Nonlinear Optimization #NDNO14

Nick Higham @nhigham · Mar 19
1-day workshop today; "New Directions in Nonlinear Optimization" with Cartis, Gill, Kocvara, Wright - [Link to workshop]

Sophia Bethany Coban @Sophilyplum · 20 hrs
Speakers receiving their souvenirs from @nhigham today at #NDNO14 Pictured:
Optimisation giants M.Wright & P.Gill! [Link to image]